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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A = (ab ... ,an) be a collection of n vectors, not necessarily distinct, in m-
dimensional space, Em, such that each a, has length Iladl ~1. Define d(A) to be the
infimum of the diameters of the open balls which contain all 2n sums of the form LiElai
as I ranges over all subsets of {1, ... , n}. It can be easily shown that d(A) is given by
d(A) = max llelal + ... +enanll,
Ej=±l
cf. Eq. (3) in Section 2. Define d (m, n) to be the infimum of the numbers d (A) over all
such choices A for given m, n. (In Section 2 we show that d (A) is attained by a set A
having alliladl = 1.) We study d (m, n) to learn how tightly the 2n sums can be packed in
space. This is related to a problem of Littlewood and Offord which asks for the maximum
number of these sums that can lie in an open ball of diameter 1 [2, 4, 5].
Trivially d (l, n) = n. Our problem is solved for two dimensions in [4]:
'IT
d(2, n) = cosec 2n
Further, we know how d (2, n) can be attained: d (A) = d (2, n) if and only if the vectors
in A and their negatives in -A, -A = (-ab ... ,-an), form the sides of a regular 2n-gon
of unit side. The 2n vectors in A and -A, viewed as points on the unit circle s', divide
the circle into 2n equal arcs. The extremal configurations for the m = 2 case suggest that
the extremal configurations in m ~ 3 dimensions may be sets A of unit vectors such that
the 2n points from A and -A have a high degree of symmetry on the sphere Sm-l of
unit radius in Em. However in m ~ 3 dimensions highly symmetric sets of points do not
exist for most values of n. The general problem of finding configurations of N points on
Sm-l so that no two points are close to each other is that of designing spherical codes
[1]. It seems hard to explicitly construct good spherical codes, and this suggests that the
problem of finding extremal configurations for m ~ 3 and most values of n may be very
difficult.
This note gives upper and lower bounds for d (m, n) which are asymptotically correct
when the dimension m is held fixed and the number of points n -+ 00. We will show that
by simply picking the vectors ab «z, . . . at random from sr', d(A) will closely approxi-
mate d(m, n) with high probability as n -+00. We will show d(m, n)~Pmn and that
d(m, n) - Pmn as n -+ 00, where Pm denotes the average absolute value of a single coordin-
ate, over all points on the unit sphere s»:'. The asymptotic result generalizes the fact that
'IT 2
d(2, n) =cosec-
2
--n =pzn
n 'IT
Before proving these bounds, we derive elementary formulae for Pm and for the variance
O'~ of the absolute value' of a single coordinate, over all points on the sphere.
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PROPOSITION.
2 1 2
U m =--Pm'
m
[(m/2)
Pm = 1T1/2r«(m +1)/2)'
PROOF. Pm =H(Sm-l)/A(Sm-l), where A(Sm-l) is the area of the sphere s::' and
tusr:', is the integral of the absolute value of a single coordinate x over the sphere
s::'. As x ranges from 1 to -1, let 8 correspondingly range from 0 to 7T, where cos 8 =x.
The area of a thin slice of sr:' formed by the points with 8 values in an interval of
width /:::"8 centered at 80 is approximately A(Sm-2) (sinm - 2 80)/:::,.8. It follows by adding
up over such slices as /:::"8 ~ 0 that
1T
A(Sm-l) = JA(Sm-2) sinm - 2 8 d8
o
=A(Sm-2) 1/2 f((m -1)/2)
1T [(m/2)'
On the same thin slice above, Ixl = [cos 81, so
1T
uis»:', = J[cos8IA(Sm-2) sinm - 2 8 d8
o
=_2_ A (s m- 2),
m-1
and the formula for Pm follows.
Since the average values of xi, x~, ... , x~ are all equal, and L xr = 1, the average
value of xi is m-1, and we obtain the formula for u m•
2. A LOWER BOUND FOR d (m, n)
THEOREMl. dim, n) ~Pmn, for m ~2.
PROOF. Let A ={ai: 1~i ~n} be a set of n points with Iladl~ 1 for all i. Let d(A)
denote the diameter of the smallest sphere containing all 2n sums SI = LiEIai where
I s;;; {I, 2, ... , n}. Certainly
d(A)~e(A)= max IISI-SIIi.
l,J<;;{l •...• n)
(1)
Since SI and SI are both inside the sphere.
Select v at random from A m-l using a uniform distribution. Let f(v, A) denote the
maximum distance between any two of the projections of the 2n sums onto the line
through the origin and v. Let I = {ilai' v ~ O}, where· denotes the inner product in Em.
f(v, A) = L a, . v - L a, . V =L lai' V I·
i e I i e I i
Next observe that
e(A) = ms~~l f(v, A),
vE
(2)
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since e(A) = f (v, A ) if v is parallel to the line between two sums which are a distance
e(A) apart from each other. Using (1) and (2) we see that d (A ) is at least as large as
the expected value of f (v , A ) over all possible choices of v E Sm-I, i.e .
d (A )~E[f(v, A)]
= ~ IlajllE (1
11
: :
11
, vI)
~~E(II:;II'v)
= LPm =Pmn.
Thus d (m , n) = infA d (A )~Pmn.
We remark that in fact equality holds in (1) and indeed we have the stronger result
d (A ) = e(A) = max IISI - Sfll,
I o;;; {1•..••n }
(3)
where j = {1, .. . n} - I. To prove (3), let ~ be the right hand side of (3), and consider
the closed sphere of radius Al2 whose center is the point u = ~ L~=l a; This contains all
the points SI because u is the midpoint of the line segment joining SI to Sf.
It is now easy to show that there exist collections A = (at. . . . , an) of vectors in Em
with all Ila dl= 1 for which d (A) = d (m, n ). Indeed if A has all Ila;1I~ 1 then A *=
(a t, ... ,a ~ ) with a t = a j lIadr 1 has
d (A *)= m~~ILlw .a f l
w e S i
:0;;; max L Iw·a ;1=d(A ).
S m - lWE i
using (2) and (3). Since the set of A having alliladl = 1 is compact, the minimum d (m, n )
is attained.
We also note another result, related to (1). Let P be a set of points in Em and let
d *(P ) denote the diameter of the smallest sphere containing all members of P. Certainly
Here equality need not hold , even in E 2 • Consider three points forming an equilateral
triangle of side 1, so e*(P) = 1 and d * (P)= ~31 /2.
3. AN AS YMPTOTIC BOUND FOR d (m , n )
THEORE M 2. L et m ~ 2, e > 0, 8> O. There exists N =N (m , e, 8) such tha t for all
n ~N, ifA = (a t. .. . ,an ) whereeach a; is chosen independentely at random from sr : then
Prob[d (A )> (Pm +e )n ]<8.
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PROOF. Let {vt, ... , vd be a finite (e/2) - cover of the unit sphere Sm-I. This means
the Vk are unit vectors such that for any v E Sm-I, mink IIv - vkll < e/2.
Fix WE Sm-I. If at, a- , . . . are chosen randomly from Sm-I, the terms lai. W I are
independent identically distributed random variables with mean Pm. The weak law of
large numbers implies that there exists N such that for n ~N,
Prob (I! £ \ai ' wl-Pml >~) <~.
n i ~' 2 L
Assume that n e N and that A::::(at, . . . ,an) is selected at random from Sm-I . The
inequality above implies that
prob[J,lai.w/>(Pm+3)n]<f ~ prob[f(w,A»(Pm+~)n]<f
Apply this with w :::: V" W ::::V2, ... , W :::: VL.
Prob[ maxJ(vk. A» (Pm +~) n] ~JI Prob[f(Vk, A» (Pm +~) n] <8.
For any v E Sm-I let k be such that Ilv - Vk II < 10 /2. Then for all i,
lai' vi ~ la;. vkl+la;. (v -Vk)\
~ la; .Vk 1+Iladlllv - vkll
10~ f (v, A )<f(Vk, A)+2 n
e~d(A)::::max"f(v, A) < maxk!{vk, A) +2 n
~ Prob[d(A )> (Pm +e )n ] ~ Prob[ maxk!(vk. A » (Pm +i) nJ
<8.
COROLLARY 1. Let m ~ 2 and e > O. For n sufficiently large, Pmn ~ d (m, n) <
(Pm +10 )n.
COROLLARY 2. For m ~ 2,
1
. d(m,n)
1m Pm.
"-co n
One can also obtain quantitative forms of Theorem 2. We prove the following result.
THEOREM 3. For any m ~ 2 there is a constant Cm s~ch that for any n E Z+ there is
an A :::: (a t, . . . ,an) with each a, E s-:: for which
d(A )~Pmn +2(n +In n)I /2+Cm
PROOF. First, by considering an e/2-cover of the unit m-cube and projecting the
resulting points radially inward until they lie on Sm-I , we see that for small enough e > 0
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there exists an e/2-cover {VI,.' ., vd of Sm-I with
L 2 f2(m -1)1/21 m-m:0:;; m :O:;;m e .e
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(Better e/2-covers can be obtained, cf. [6; p. 18], [7], but they only allow us to improve
on the value of cm . )
Next, a result on large deviations of sums of independent random variables [3, ch . 16,
Sect. 7, Thm.l] implies the following:
PROPOSITION. Let Xi be independent identically distributed random variables which
are bounded, have mean 0, variance u 2, and let F; be the cumulative distribution function
ofthe normalized sum (x 1 + ' . . + x n ) / o in ) 1/2 . Ifx varies with n so that X ~ 00 and xn - 1/ 6~ 0
as n ~ 00, then
I-Fn (x ) ~ 1
1- Erf(x)
as n ~ 00, where
x
Erf(x) = (2: )1/2 Jexp( _t2/2) dt.
- 00
We apply the above result to Xi = lai . wi-Pm, where a, is a random element of Sm-I
and w is any fixed vector in s::' .We conclude that if x ~ 00 and xn - 1/6~ 0 as n ~ 00, then
for all n ;;;:: no(m). We choose
I 1
X =u;;' (In n)',
and obtain
Since u~ :0:;; m -I. We find that for a random A = (a h .. . , an),
Prob (maxk!(Vk,A»(Pm +~) n) <mme -mn -lm
:o:;;mm(In n)-m/2,
which is 0(1 ) as n ~ 00. Hence for n ;;;:: no(m ) we can find A = (a I , . . . , an) with d (A ):o:;;
Pmn+2(n In n )I/2, which proves the theorem.
It remains an open problem to determine d (m , n) exactly for m ;;;:: 3 and to find the
collections A with d (A) = d (m , n ). Such A exist because d (m , n) is, say, the minimum
of the continuous function d(A) on the compact set (Cal> . .. , an): 1:0:;; lIaill:o:;; n, for all i}.
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